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I. Introduction

1. This paper has been prepared in accordance with paragraph 7 of theDeclaration on Trade Measures Taken for Balance-of-Payments Purposes(BISD 26S/205).

2. The Republic of Korea has held consultations with theCONTRACTING PARTIES under Article XVIII, section B, regularly since 1969.Full consultations have been held in 1969, 1971, 1976, 1979, 1984 and 1987;simplified consultations in 1973, 1975, 1978, 1981, 1983 and 1986.

3. The last full consultation was held in November 1987 (BOP/R/171).The conclusions reached by the Committee at that time were as follows:
The Committee took note with great satisfaction of theimprovement in the Korean trade and payments situation since the lastfull consultation, which had been fully reflected in the

documentation presented to the meeting.

It commended "he Korean authorities for the policies of internaladjustment and external liberalization which bad been pursuedconsistently in the past few years, including phasing out of importrestrictions. a programme of tariff reductions and a reduction in thenumber of goods subject to import surveillance. The Committee tooknote of Korea's commitment to maintaining the pace of the adjustmentand liberalization process.

In assessing Korea's current economic situation, the Committeenoted that the principal economic variables such as GDP growth,investment, savings, and the trade and payments accounts were veryfavourable. It also noted that, although the foreign debt was stillsubstantial, the positive evolution of the external accounts hadpermitted considerable advance repayment of debt and that reserveshad improved despite the outflows that this had implied. Whilenoting the uncertainties persisting with respect to developments inthe fields of wage costs, interest rates, oil prices and the possible
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effects of these on Korea, the Committee was nevertheless of the view
that the present basically favourable situation of the Korean economy
was likely to continue.

The prevailing view expressed in tile Committee wasthat the
current situation and outlook for the balance of payments was such
that import restrictions could no longer be justified under
Article XVIII:B. The conditions laid down in paragraph 9 of
Article XVIII for the imposition of trade restrictions for
balance-of-payments purposes and the statement contained in the 1979
Declaration on Trade Measures Taken for Balance-of-Payments Purposes
that "restrictive trade measures are in general an inefficient means
to maintain or restore balance-of-payments equilibrium" were also
recalled. It also noted that many of the remaining measures were
related to imports of agricultural products or to particular
industrial sectors, and recalled the provision of the 1979
Declaration that "restrictive import measures taken for balance-of-
payments purposes should not be taken for the purpose of protecting a
particular industry or sector".

The Committee therefore stressed the need to establish a clear
timetable for the early, progressive removal of Korea's restrictive
trade measures maintained for balance-of-payments purposes. It
welcomed Korea's willingness to undertake another full consultation
with the Committee in the first part of 1989. However, the
expectation was expressed that Korea would be able in the meantime to
establish a timetable for the phasing out of balance-of-payments
restrictions, and that Korea would consider alternative GATT
justifications for any remaining measures, thus obviating the need
for such consultations. The representative of Korea stated that he
could not prejudge the policy of the next Government in this regard.

II. Evolution of the external situation and of trade policy

4. Korea's trade and current account balances, as described in
Section IV below, improved steadily between 1980 and 1988. In 1987,
surpluses of US$7.7 billion (on a balance-of-payments basis) on trade
account and US$9.9 billion on current account were achieved, and in 1988
these rose to US$11.4 billion and US$14.1 billion respectively. These
surpluses show clear declines in the first quarter of 1989, as a result
partly of deliberate policies aimed at controlling the surplus (including
market opening and the appreciation of the won), but also of the effects of
inflation and labour unrest. Since 1986, Korea has used its surpluses for
repayment of its heavy external debt, which had peaked at nearly
US$47 billion, or 56 per cent of GNP in 1985. By the end of 1988 the total
external debt ratio had declined to 18.4 per cent of GNP. Because of the
active policy of debt repayment, Korea's official reserves did not rise as
rapidly as could otherwise have been expected: nevertheless, at end-1988
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reserves stood at US$12.3 billion or just above 12 weeks' equivalent of
imports c.i.f..

5. This progress on external account has been achieved together with
rapid growth of GDP, as shown in Section IV, although this has been notably
unbalanced as between the manufacturing and agricultural sectors.

III. Evolution of trade restrictions since the last consultation

(a) Import licensing

6. Korea notified its outstanding import restrictions as at July 1987 in
L/6281. At that time 501 tariff lines (at eight-digit CCCN level) were
subject to import restrictions of various types; 273 agricultural products
(CCCN 1-24) and 228 industrial products (CCCN 25-99). The total value of
imports of such products in 1987 was US$3,569 million or 9.2 per cent of
imports; agricultural products accounted for US$232 million. In terms of
tariff lines, the overall liberalization ratio was 93.6 per cent at that
time, resulting from the substantial trade liberalization undertaken since
1984 which was discussed in previous consultations.

7. Since the last consultation, Korea has continued to liberalize its
import licensing requirements. Because Korea converted its trade
classification to the Harmonized System in 1988, it is not possible to make
a direct comparison between the further liberalization undertaken in
1988/89 and the state of restrictions in July 1987. However, in April and
July 1988, a further 333 items (HS 10-digit) were liberalized. These
included industrial products such as some chemicals and plastics, chemical
wood pulp, kraft paper and board, polyester filament, silversmiths' wares,
pearls and jewellery, steel bars and rods, drills, motorcycle and marine
engines, compressors, scales, excavators, sewing machines, various types of
machine tools, data-processing equipment, bearings, generators, record and
CD players, video and television cameras, motor vehicles, ships and boats,
photocopiers, watches. A number of additional agricultural and food items
were also liberalized. (See BOP/289, table 15). An approximate comparison
of these items on the basis of 1987 trade indicates that the trade value in
that year of the items liberalized in 1988 was of the order of US$3 billion
or around 83 per cent of the value of trade in restricted products.

8. Currently, as shown in BOP/289, tables 14-16, import restrictions
cover some 547 tariff lines at the HS 10-digit level (out of a total of
10,241 tariff lines). Of these, 501 are agricultural products and only
46 industrial products. The overall import liberalization ratio is
95.5 per cent. Imports of chemicals, steel, other metals, machinery,
electrical and electronic goods have been completely liberalized.
Agricultural goods currently remaining restricted include live cows, pigs
and hens, various categories of meat including beef, pork, ham and poultry,
fish, crustacean dairy products, honey, garlic and onions, manioc and
cassava, various types of fruit including bananas, pineapples, citrus
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fruit, nuts, apples, pears, stone fruit and melons, tea, peppers, various
oilseeds and oilseed products, edible seaweeds, vegetable oils, prepared
meats, fish and crustacea, molasses, tapioca, sago, some preserved fruits
including ginger, jams and jellies, canned fruits including mandarins,
peaches, grapes, pineapples and apples, concentrated orange juice, other
fruit juices, food preparations, wines and spirits.

9. Further plans for liberalization of restrictions envisage the removal
of restrictions on half the remaining tariff lines by 1991 (see Korea's
basic document).

10. In an additional trade liberalization move, Korea reduced the list of
products subject to import surveillance in March 1988 to 34 products; the
import surveillance system was abolished as from 1 January 1989, as
forecast in the 1987 consultation and replaced by a new safeguard mechanism
under which the Korean Trade Commission can introduce relief measures in
case of injury by specific products.

(b) Tariffs

11. Further reductions have also been made in Korea's tariffs since the
last consultation. Korea's tariff structure as of 1 January 1988 involved
rates generally ranging between zero and 30 per cent, yielding a general
average rate of duty of 18.1 per cent (16.9 for manufactured products,
25.2 for agricultural and fishery products) with peaks of up to
100 per cent (50 per cent on a few agricultural products - garlic, fruit,
barley for brewing, malt, hops, hop extract, malt extract, canned or
conserved fruit, as well as on pearls, some precious stones and jewellery,
and some vehicle assemblies - and 100 per cent on bananas, alcoholic drinks
and manufactured tobacco). Under Korea's GATT schedule, in which certain
bindings are above applied rates, m.f.n. duties of between zero and
80 per cent are conceded to contracting parties; certain other products
are subject to negotiated concessions in the context of the Trade
Negotiations among Developing Countries, regional negotiations under ESCAP
and bilateral agreements with Bangladesh and Laos.

12. Under a new programme of further planned tariff reductions to be
completed by 1993, a number of reductions came into effect in January 1989.
Tariffs on raw materials not available domestically were reduced from
5-10 per cent to 1-2 per cent; those on primary processed inputs were cut
to 10 per cent, those on processed imports and finished products generally
to 15 per cent or 10 per cent and tariffs on consumer goods previously
taxed at 20 per cent to 15 per cent and those taxed at 30-50 per cent to
20 per cent. Reductions were also made in tariffs on agricultural
products, bringing peak rates down to 50 per cent, although tariffs on cash
crops regarded as crucial to farmers remain high. In order to help promote
imports, tariffs on 1,188 tariff lines (raw materials, intermediate and
consumer goods) were reduced under Korea's tariff quota system, which is
used to facilitate imports of items in short supply by temporarily reducing
tariff rates for a given quantity of the items in question.
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13. The longer term objective of the programme is to reduce average
tariffs to 7.9 per cent by 1993 (6.2 on manufactures, 16.6 on agriculture
and fishery products and average tariff rates on raw materials, processed
inputs and finished goods to 2.8, 7.0 and 7.1 per cent by the same year.

IV. Economic and trade developments

Introduction

14. The Korean economy grew rapidly in the period 1986-1988. The current
account moved into surplus in 1986 for the first time in a quarter century
and improved. further in 1987 and 1988. The liquidity generated by the
overall balance of payments surplus, notably in 1988, resulted in a rise in
inflation, despite sterilisation operations by the Bank of Korea. Labour
unrest and labour shortages increased during 1987 and 1988, contributing to
spreading the inflationary pressures. The government has let the won
appreciate against the dollar and depreciate against the yen since the
early months of 1985, but the real effective exchange rate started
appreciating only last year. As described above, the trading regime has
been substantially liberalized, and average tariff rates are planned to
fall to 6.2 per cent by 1993. Moreover, investment in the manufacturing
sector is almost completely open to foreigners and some service sectors
have been opened to increased foreign participation. Liberalisation of
capital movements has concentrated mainly on outflows, although recently
some relaxation of conditions for inward investment has taken place. The
Korean government has used its rising foreign exchange reserves for early
repayment of some of its high external debt.

Production and investment

15. Korea's real GDP grew by 12.4 per cent in 1986, 11.8 per cent in 1987
and about 11.3 per cent in 1988. Growth is expected to slow down to about
8 per cent this year. In the same period, domestic demand grew by 9.4,
10.3 and 10.9 per cent respectively; the contribution of foreign demand to
Korea's economic growth thus dropped from about one third in 1986 to some 9
per cent in 1988 (Graph 1).

16. The main factor explaining the rise in domestic demand in 1987 was a
strong recovery in domestic investment, which grew at 15.1 per cent.
In 1988, the growth rate of investment slowed to 13 per cent overall.
Consumption grew less rapidly, and, except in 1987, the growth of
consumption by the government outpaced that of private consumption.
Between 1986 and 1988, private consumption grew by 7.8, 8.4 and 9.6 per
cent while government consumption grew at rates of 10.8, 6.9 and 11.8 per
cent during the same period.
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REAL GDP AND DOMESTIC DEMANDGraph 1 (Annual purosntag cuarnge)
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17. The growth in GDP during 1986 and 1987 was unevenly spread acrosseconomic activities. Agriculture, forestry, fishing and mining, expandedat rates considerably lower than manufacturing and services in 1986and 1987. In 1988, however, growth in manufacturing slowed from 18 to13 per cent while agricultural, construction and services output grewstrongly. Labour unrest and uncertainty about wage developments areexpected to slow manufacturing output growth further during the currentyear.

18. Within manufacturing, metal products, machinery and equipment recordedabove average growth rates between 1986-1988. Production of electrical andelectronic machinery grew most rapidly; over 53 per cent in 1986, almost38 per cent in 1987 and above 24 per cent last year. In 1987, the growthrate of industrial electronic products outpaced that of consumerelectronics. Investment in the electronics sector, as well as inshipbuilding and automobiles, has helped offset any reduction ininternational competitiveness caused by the appreciation of the Korean wonand wage increases in the last two years. The industries with the lowest
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rates of growth included food, wood products, textiles and apparel, and
more recently, the non-metal and basic metal industries. In the case of
textiles, in particular, the relatively poor performance can be traced in
part to the appreciation of the won and labour unrest.

19. The unemployment rate fell from an average of 4 per cent in 1983/85 to
an average of 3.1 per cent in 1986/1988. By the end of 1988 it was about
2.6 per cent. Wages in manufacturing have risen in the last three years by
9.2, 11.6 and 10.9 per cent. Productivity, after rising by 7.5 per cent in
1986, grew by only 1.0 per cent in 1987, and fell by an estimated
20 per cent in 1988, largely as a result of labour conflicts. Real wages
rose 8.5 per cent in 1987 after falling by 6.4 per cent the previous year.
Their growth rate last year is estimated at 3.8 per cent.

20. The structure of employment has also continued to change. The share
of labour in manufacturing grew from 19.5 per cent in 1981 to 22.5 per cent
in, 1985 and to 26.6 per cent in 1988, while employment in agriculture,
forestry and fishing declined from 32.7 per cent in 1981 to 23.9 per cent
in 1985, and to 20.9 per cent last year. The share of labour employed in
services was 49.1 per cent in 1988 against 42.5 per cent in 1981.

Fiscal and monetary policy

(a) Fiscal policy

21. Fiscal policy has, generally speaking, been tight since the onset of
the debt problem in 1982. Figures provided by the Korean authorities on
public finances show total revenue of the central government growing faster
than expenditure since 1985. In 1988, a preliminary estimate of total
growth of revenue, at 22.7 per cent over 1987, is considerably higher than
that of expenditure (14.8 per cent). The fiscal balance has improved
steadily, moving into surplus in 1987 and showing an estimated surplus of
2,009 billion won, or 1.3 per cent of GNP, in 1988, in contrast to the
Government's budget target of a deficit of some 1.3 per cent of GNP.
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Table 1 - Korea: Summary of Central Government Finances, 19854-1988

1985 1986 1987 1988*

(billion won)

Revenue 13,922 15,841 18,658 22,890

Total expenditure 13,337 14,949 16,944 19,454

Lending Minus Repayments 1,530 978 1,236 1,427

Deficit or Surplus -945 -86 478 2,009

Financing 945 86 -478 -2,009

- External 440 -146 10 -715

- Domestic 505 232 -488 -1,294

(percent of GDP)

Total tax and non tax revenue 18.6 17.5 17.9 18.7

Total expenditure 17.1 16.5 16.0 15.7

Overall fiscal deficit
or surplus -0.9 0 0.2 1.3

External financing 0.6 -0.2 0 -0.6

Preliminary estimate.

22. Current expenditure accounted for most of the increase in spending.
However, its share of GDP declined to 13.6 per cent in 1988 from 14.2 per
cent in 1986. The share of public fixed capital formation in GDP also
fell, from 2.3 per cent in 1986 to 2.1 per cent last year. The ratio of
tax revenue to GDP rose from 15.3 per cent in 1986 to 16.5 per cent in
1988, continuing its steady expansion.

23. Foreign borrowing declined steadily from its peak in 1982 (1.3 per
cent of GDP). By 1986, the fiscal deficit was entirely financed by
domestic borrowing. In 1986 and in particular in 1988, Korea has made
substantial repayments of foreign borrowings, including early repayment of
principal. This policy, while increasing the total external debt service
indicator (principal plus interest), has led to a decline in the ratio of
total external debt to GNP (Graph 2).
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Graph 2 EXTERNAL DEBT INDICATORS(Peroentags)
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(b) Monetary policy

25. Since 1986, when the current account moved into surplus (Graph 3), therate of growth of monetary assets and domestic credit has increased.Currency outside banks and private sector demand deposits grew by 16.6 percent in 1986 and 20.2 per cent in 1988. Rapid monetary expansion led to anincrease in inflation measured by the consumer price index (CPI), from 2.8per cent in 1986 to 7.1 per cent in 1988 (Graph 4), despite declines inenergy prices. Following some tightening of monetary policies in 1988,inflation is reported to have slowed during the first quarter of 1989.
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26. In the three years up to 1986, the average rate of growth of domestic
credit was 22.2 per cent. Between 1986 and 1988 it fell from 15.9 to
10.9 per cent. The major element in the growth of domestic credit was
claims on the private sector, of which loans and discounted paper were the
most important component (about three-quarters). Within these, the share
of agriculture in total loans and discounts of deposit money banks has
grown, while the share of textiles and wearing apparel has declined and the
shares of chemical industries, machinery equipment and construction
services remained stable. It should be kept in mind that many analysts
have observed that in Korea the government influences the sectoral
allocation of credit.

Table 2 - Selected factors affecting changes in
monetary liabilities

(Annual percentage change)

1985 1986 1987 1988
(end of period)

Net domestic credit 18.0 15.9 14.5 10.9

Money plus quasi-money 15.6 18.4 19.1 21.5

Memorandum: Monetary stabilisation
bonds -65.4 484.8 139.6 100.5

Z average increase in CPI 2.5 2.8 3.0 7.1

27. Total net foreign liabilities peaked in 1985 at 7,697 billion won.
Subsequently, foreign liabilities fell by about half between end-1985 and
end-1988, while foreign assets, which had grown slightly in the period up
to end 1987, increased by 72 per cent in 1988. The Korean financial system
passed from holding net foreign liabilities worth 7,697 billion won
($8.6 billion) at the end of 1985, to holding net foreign assets worth
7,721 billion won at end-March 1989. As a result, the average growth rate
of money plus quasi-money increased from 15.6 per cent in 1985 to
21.5 per cent in 1988. The Bank of Korea has undertaken partial
sterilisation operations by issuing monetary stabilisation bonds (Table 2).
However, the incomplete nature of these sterilisation operations resulted
in increasing inflationary pressures.

28. The Bank of Korea has increased the discount rate on commercial bills
and foreign trade bills, from 5 per cent in 1985 to 8 per cent in 1988,
along with reserve requirements of deposit money banks, with the aim of
curbing the money stock growth. Effective in November 1987, the
requirement of reserves for demand, time and saving deposits in domestic
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currency has been raised from 4.5 per cent to 7 per cent. The government
has also directly controlled credit from banks to large corporations.
However, corporations have borrowed increasingly from non-banking
institutions.

29. Turning to the relationship between domestic and foreign interest
rates and the exchange rate, Table 3 shows that during the period 1986 and
1987 differentials between Korean and foreign interest rates generally
exceeded the corresponding differentials in Inflation. In other words,
real rates of interest were higher in Korea. In 1988, domestic interest
rates were partially liberalised, inter alia, to reduce the cost of capital
to banks burdened by long-term loanu to the shipbuilding and chemicals
industry. The gap between Korean and foreign real interest rates was thus
substantially reduced and was even reversed in the money market. In the
period 1985-88, changes in the arbitrated ("reference") exchange rates
between the won and the US dollar as well as between the won and the yen
increased the perceived risk of borrowing abroad. In addition, the
government has used controls on capital inflows to prevent business from
borrowing abroad.

1In the informal market, the real rate of interest was estimated at
around 20 per cent in 1986/87.
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Table 3 - Selected monetary and financial indicators

REAL MONEY MARKET RATES REAL GOVERNMENT BOND YIELD1

Korea United Japan Korea United JapanStates States

1985 6.8 4.6 4.5 11.0 7.1 4.3
1986 6.9 4.8 4.2 8.8 5.7 4.3
1987 5.9 3.1 3.4 9.4 4.8 4.1
1988 2.5 3.6 2.9 5.9 4.8 3.6

1Deflated by CPI.

NOMXNAL EXCHANGE
INFLATION DIFFERENTIAL RATES CHANGES

(end of period)

Korea- Kozea- Won/$US Won/Yen
United States Japan

1985 -0.9 0.6 7.6 34.21
1986 0.8 2.2 -3.2 21.35
1987 -0.6 2.9 -8.0 19.31
1988 3.1 6.4 -13.7 -12.10

30. Korean exchange rate policy moved in the 1980's from pegging the won
to the US dollar to managed floating. During 1985, as the yen (period
average) depreciated by 0.4 per cent against the dollar, the Korean won
depreciated 7.9 per cent against the dollar and 10.4 per cent against the
yen. That same year the real effective exchange rate of Korea depreciated
7.6 per cent. It further dropped in 1986 by almost 15 per cent with the
won depreciating by 41.4 against the yen. in 1986, the won started its
appreciation against the dollar. In 1987, the real effective exchange rate
was volatile but almost unchanged on an end-year/end-year basis, with the
nominal exchange rate appreciating against the US currency and depreciating
slightly against the yen. Last year, with a large appreciation of the won
with respect to the dollar and to a lesser extent against the yen (helped
by the rise in the inflation differential), the real effective exchange
rate appreciated substantially, a development which has continued in the
first quarter of 1989.
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31. An increase in the supply of foreign currencies and of other foreign
currency denominated assets (relative to the supply of won and other won
denominated assets), generated by a current account surplus, would normally
put upward pressure on the won. The absorption by the monetary authorities
of excess liquidity through the sale of monetary stabilization bonds could
offset these upward pressures. The data on exchange rate behaviour during
1988, suggest that sterilisation operations did not fully offset the
pressures exerted by the current account surplus on the nominal exchange
rate. The surge in domestic prices also contributed to the recent real
effective exchange rate appreciation.

Balance of Payments

(a) Summary

32. The foreign sector strongly affects the Korean economy: exports of
goods and services increased from about 35 per cent of GDP in 1980 to
50 per cent last year, while imports of goods and services rose from 38 to
more than 46 per cent of GDP in 1988. The merchandise trade balance moved
into surplus in 1986 and recorded rising surpluses in 1987 and 1983
(Graph 5). The current account surplus rose from $4.6 billion, or 4.7 per
cent of GDP in 1986, to $9.8 billion in 1987, and to $14.2 billion, or
8.8 per cent of GDP, in 1988 (Table 4 and Graph 6). The estimated $1
billion decline in the trade surplus in the first three months of 1989
compared to 1988 has also reduced the current account surplus to $1.3
billion for the first quarter. Developments in 1989 so far reflect the
effects of the won appreciation and the short-term impact of increasing
imports, as well as the effects on exports of the strikes which have taken
place in 1988/early 1989 and other short-term considerations.
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Table 4 - Balance of Payments, 1985-1988
(US$ billion)

1985 1986 1987 1988
(preliminary)

Current account balance -0.9 4.6 9.8 14.2

- Exports 26.4 33.9 46.2 59.6

- Imports -26.5 -29.7 -38.6 -48.2

Trade balance - 4.2 7.7 11.4

Services and transport (net) -0.8 0.4 2.2 2.7

Capital account balance -0.7 -1.5 -4.3 -1.3

- Medium- and long-term (net) -0.1 -1.1 -4.3 -2.5

- Short term (net) -0.4 -0.4 - 1.3

Net errors and omissions -0.9 -0.5 1.2 -0.6

Overall balance -2.5 2.6 6.8 12.2

Source: Bank of Korea: IMF.

Components may not add to totals due to rounding
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Graph 5
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33. In 1986, when the Korean current account first moved into surplus,
international interest rates were declining (Graph 7), and real commodity
prices, which had fallen during the previous five years, were still at a
low level.

Graph 7
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34. The current account surplus continued to increase in 1987 and 1988, at
a time when the downward trend in interest rates was reversed and non-fuel
commodity prices were recovering. However, as is evident from Graph 8,
Korea's terms of trade continued to improve. A key factor behind the
recent current account performance is the switch since 1983 to consistently
lower budget deficits, and to relatively more restrictive monetary policies
in 1984-1986, which reduced expenditure relative to output.
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Graph 8 TERMS OF TRADE INDICES
(1985-100)
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Note: (1) The ratio of the export unit value index to the import unit value index.
(2) The net barter terms of trade index multiplied by an index of export volume.

35. In 1985, export volume increased by 7.5 per cent and import volume by
6 per cent (Graph 9). In 1986, the increase in Korea's international
competitiveness (based on changes in the real effective exchange rate) was
about 7 per cent, while the improvement in the terms of trade was nearly
9 per cent. Import volume grew at a rate only 2/3 as fast as export
volume, and the trade balance recorded a surplus for the first time in a
quarter of a century. During 1987, the trade surplus almost doubled as the
volume of both exports and imports grew at record rates of 24 and
21 per cent. Data for 1988 indicate a sharp fall in the rate of growth of
export volume to 13 per cent, and a less rapid decline in import growth to
14.3 per cent. Last year, the trade balance stood at $11.4 billion on a
BOP basis (see Table 4), almost 50 per cent higher than the previous year.
Korea's terms of trade improved by 2.8 per cent, slightly more than in
1987. The rapid growth of domestic demand and the appreciation of the won
in 1988/early 1989 (which may, in addition to affecting export
competitiveness, have inflated export payments for 1988 over the expected
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value) are part of the explanation behind the reduction in the merchandise
trade surplus to $1 billion (balance-of-payments basis) in the first
quarter. In addition, expectations of reductions in tariffs in
January 1989 may have led traders to delay import shipments into the new
year. At the same time, Korea's present export performance has been
adversely affected by strikes. The most recent reports indicate trade
deficits (on a customs clearance basis) of $5 million, $11 million and
$67 million for March-May 1989: information on the effects of this trend
on the current account is not yet available.

Graph 9
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(b) Exports

36. Exports of office and telecommunications equipment, office machines,
road motor vehicles and ships, household appliances, apparel clothing and
footwear accounted for more than three-quarters of Korea's merchandise
exports in 1987 (Table 5). Between 1985 and 1987, there was a rise in the
value of exports of all these items, except for ships. The most rapid
expansion was in the category of road motor vehicles, followed by machinery
for specialised industries, office and telecommunications equipment and
household appliances. During 1988, exports originating in the heavy
industry and chemical industry sectors grew on average slightly more than
30 per cent, and the textiles industry about 15 per cent (both in won
terms). In the former group, the leading products were chemical products
(41 per cent), steel (37 per cent), and electric and electronic products
(35 per cent).
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Table 5

CHANGES IN THE PATTERN OFKOREA'S MERCHANDISE EXPORTS, 1985-1987

COMMODITIES EXPORTS Rest Percentage
1987 United Canada Japan Western of the 'change

(US$ mill.) States Europe World 1985-87
-_-_- __--__ - ___-- _- __-- _- _- _--_ -_-_- -____ -___ --__ -__ --_-___--___ -_- -_-__-_

FOOD 2160.0 133.3 0.0 81.0 18.2 41.2 75.6

RAW MATERIALS

ORES & 4INERALS

FUELS

NON-FERROUS METALS

IRON t STEEL

CHEMICALS

OTHER SEMI-MANUF.

MACHIN. SPEC. !ND.

OFF. & TEL. EQUIP.

ROAD MOTOR VEHIC.

0TH. MACH. & TRANS.

HOUS. APPLIANCES

TEXTILES

CLOTHING

DTH.LCONSUM. GOODS

350.0

90.0

640.0

230.0

2250.0

1310.0

1690.0

850.0

5090.0

2970.0

4030.0

5570.0

3900. 0

7480.0

7180.0

100.0

-69.2

-50.0

-9.7

54.5

18.2

200.0

102,4

4000.0

64.4

42.1

36.8

71.9?

0.0

50.0

100.0

100.0

200.0

300.0

-70.9

80.0

84.6

8V,5

40.9

73.3

I(50.0

16.7

-13.1

300.0

93.2

60.0

166.7

125.0

168.2

!00.0

-7.1

I64.6

24.2

'83.6

!87.1

2O

1'.

3:

I'

0.0 45.5

* 0.0

* -25.0

* 55.6

30.0 9.5

i2.9 16.7

;0.0 91.7

66.7 123.1

)6.7 236.4

33.3 266.7

5b.8 -50.2

69.4 183.8

69.E 78.5

28.9 16.7

76.5 114.8

TOTAL 45840.0

* No trade.

52.2

12.5

-22.9

76.9

27.8

40.9

81 .7

!57.6

141.2

2,4.1

-35.!

138.0

64.6

7 .(t

100.0'
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37. Manufactures accounted for just over 90 per cent of Korea's
merchandise exports in 1980, and almost 93 per cent in 1987 (Graph 10).
The share of agriculture dropped from 9.3 per cent at the beginning of the
present decade to 5.6 per cent in 1987. Mining (largely fuels, lubricants
and related materials) represents a small, although recently growing share.

Graph 10 MERCHANDISE EXPORTS BY
BROAD PRODUCT CATEGORY

(Psroentags sham)
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38. According to Korean national sources, the regional pattern of
merchandise exports of Korea shows a significant increase in the share of
Japan from 15 per cent in 1985 to almost 20 per cent in 1988 (Graph 11 and
Table 6). Western Europe's share also grew slightly from 14.2 per cent in
1985 to 15.9 per cent last year. The share of North America in Korean
exports decreased from 39.7 per cent in 1985 to 38.2 in 1988. The share of
Korea's exports purchased by the rest of the world declined between 1985
and 1988. Preliminary information on the direction of Korean trade for the
first quarter of 1989, shows a further decrease in the share of North
America and a rise in the share of Japan.
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REGIONAL PATTERN OF MERCHANDISE EXPORTS
(Prountags sham.)

NA

1085
Total: 30283

Table 6.

OTHER

WE
A..........
A.......

1966

Total: 50B05

Merchandise trade. 1988
(Customs clearance basis)

Total North Western Japan Rest of
America Europe the World

(Billion dollars)

Exports 60.7 23.2 9.7 12.0 15.9

Imports 51.8 14.0 7.0 15.9 14.9

(Percentage change 1985-88)

Exports 100.4 92.7 124.7 164.2 68.4

Imports 66.4 95.9 74.4 110.7 19.9
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(c) Imports

39. The largest share of Korea's merchandise imports is accounted for by
machinery and transport equipment, electric machinery, petroleum oils,
machinery for specialised industries, organic chemicals and office and
telecommunications equipment (Table 7). In 1987, those items represented
62 per cent of total merchandise imports. The most rapidly expanding
categories between 1985 and 1987 were road motor vehicles, non-ferrous
metals, clothing and textiles, office and telecommunications equipment and
machinery for specialized industries (agriculture, metalworking, textile
and leather, food processing, mining, mechanical handling, bearings, etc).
Imports of food (cereals), ships and petroleum products declined between
1985 and 1987. But imports of commodities and processed foods continued to
rise. In general, the increase in the different import categories was more
evenly distributed than for exports. This resulted from both increase in
domestic demand and recent liberalization of imports mentioned in
Section III above.

40. The share of imports accounted for by agricultural products has
declined since 1980 (Graph 12). However, this change has slowed down in
recent years. Some special laws still block some imports of agricultural
products. Similarly, due to the decline in oil prices, the share of mining
products in total merchandise imports declined from almost 30 per cent in
1980 to less than 15 per cent in 1987. Imports of manufactures represented
in 1987 two-thirds of Korean imports, against 45 per cent at the beginning
of the decade.

Graph 12 MERCKANDISE IMPORTS BY
BROAD PRODUCT CATEGORY

(Peroentago shams)
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Table 7

CHAN6ES IN THE PATTERN OF KOREA'S MERCHANDISE Ih;ORTS, 1985-1987

COMIODITIES IMPORTS Rest Percentage
1987 United Canada Japan Western of the change

(USS mill.) States Europe World 1985-87
_ ---_. -_________ ----___--__--_--___--___-_____---_-____---__--_--_-_--_- _

FOOD 1800.0 23.8 600.0 25.0 80.0 -18.6 16.9

RAW MATERIALS

ORES S MINERALS

FUELS

NON-FERROUS METALS

IRON L STEEL

CHEMICALS

OTHER SENI-MANUF.

MACHIN. SPEC. IND.

OFF. & TEL. EgUIP.

RFAD MOTOR YEHIC.

0TH. MACH. & TRANS.

HOUS. APPLIANCES

TEXTILES

CLOTHING

OTH. CONSUM. GOODS

3690.0

1640.0

5130.0

940.0

1740.0

4780.0

1320.0

4960.0

3eB9.0

760.0

5150.0

1140.0

1080.0

20.0

620.0

54.6

21.6

-9.5

50.0

50.0

62.7

57.9

66.7

39.7

300.0

3.1

25.0

.5.0

66.7

112.5 66.7

44.4 16.7

-8.7 90.9

133.3 2700.0

t 44.2

16.7 63.1

50.0 30.8

0.0 90.8

-23.3 151.2

* 251!.0

0.0 58E.3

* 1C.9.3

0.0 .B

* o0.C

4 41.2

TOTAL 38660.0

* No trade
(1) No trade during the base year.

113.3

250.0

0.0

166.7

115.4

67.6

93.8

115.4

5.6

200.0

-41.!i

60.0

85.7

(1)

11.5

43.8

55.9

-20.3

80.0

90.0

75.0

54.5

350.0

178.9

-67.4

200.0

200.0

200.0

57.0

45.1

-17.0

161.1

56.8

63.1

51.7

94.5

94 .5

Ec5.5

-17.7

96.6

96.4

1(") .

72.
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41. Statistics from Korean national sources on the origin of merchandise
imports between 1985 and 1988 show that the share of imports from North
America, Western Europe and Japan combined has grown significantly from
60.1 per cent to 71.2 per cent (Graph 13 and Table 6). North America's
share rose from 22.9 per cent in 1985 to 26.9 per cent last year, while
Japan's share increased from 24.3 to 30.7 per cent over the same period.
The share of Western Europe in Korea's imports increased from 12.9 per cent
in 1985 to 13.6 per cent in 1988. Preliminary information on Korea's
direction of trade for the first quarter of 1989 shows a further decline in
the share of Japan in Korean imports.

REGIONAL PATTERN OF MERCHANDISE IMPORTS
(Pementage shares)

..... ....l...... . . ... ..........,_...... ............................e . . .
ui

...........,

...........

1946
'Total: S1135

1958

tt1: 61811

(d) The capital account and foreign indebtedness

42. The capital account of Korea has traditionally shown a surplus. In
1986, when the current account moved into surplus, the capital account
balance turned into a deficit of almost $4 billion from a surplus of nearly
$2 billion the previous year. The deficit in short term capital flows
increased fourfold, and the long term capital account displayed a
significant deficit for the firs. time. Repayments of loans (notably by

aph 13

WE
A

....
....

JA

OTHER
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development institutions), and a combination of reductions in foreign
liabilities and portfolio investment in foreign assets, increased
significantly. In 1987, the government began to further liberalise capital
outflows, and in that year the deficit of the capital account more than
doubled. There was a reduction in the deficit on short term capital
movements but a significant increase in long term capital outflows. Again,
this was the result of loan repayments and purchases of foreign assets.

43. In recent years, capital outflows have been used to repay loans, and
to finance real estate purchases and direct investment abroad. Last year
Korea's overseas investment is estimated to have stood at $1.2 billion. It
has been concentrated mostly in Asia but there also has been some in North
America and Europe. Overseas investment is estimated to have grown by
$172 million in 1986, by almost $400 million in 1987 and by $213 million
last year. In the case of capital inflows, there has been virtually no
change in government restrictions. However, foreign residents have been
recently allowed limited access to the stock market through seven investment
trusts. Conditions for establishment of representative offices by foreign
stock trading companies have also been somewhat relaxed. Direct foreign
equity purchases and direct foreign investment are still strictly
regulated.

44. Korea was a heavily indebted country at the onset of the international
debt crisis. in 1985, the total external debt was $46.8 billion,
equivalent to 55.9 per cent of GNP. The outstanding characteristic of
Korea's external debt was the small share incurred by the public sector
(less than one-fifth of the debt in 1985). The consequence has been that
rising interest rates put pressure primarily on the private sector, rather
than on the government's budget deficit.

45. After the economy underwent monetary and fiscal adjustment beginning
in 1982, Korea's current account surplus has since 1986 provided the funds
needed to reduce significantly the total external debt, which is estimated
to have dropped to 18.4 per cent of GNP last year. The share of short-term
debt in the total has decreased to 31 per cent, as against 33 per cent in
1983 (with increased use of trade financing by companies).

46. In 1986 and 1987, the average maturity of new commitments for official
and private creditors lengthened, returning to the levels of 1980. Korea
also obtained a lower spread over LIBOR in the average of new commitments
in 1986 and 1987. The use of foreign exchange to repay the debt since 1986
has had the effect of increasing the ratio of total debt service to export
earnings since 1986, despite the strong performance of export of goods and
services. However, the ratio of interest payments (only) to exports of
goods and services during 1986/1987 declined, even though international
interest rates were rising.

V. Factors relevant to paragraph 12 of the 1979 Declaration

47. In preparing the consultation, the Korean authorities have stated that
they wish to invoke the provisions of paragraph 12 of the 1979 Declaration,
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concerning the possibilities for alleviating and correcting
balance-of-payments problems through measures that contracting parties
might take to facilitate an expansion of the export earnings of the
consulting contracting party. The following paragraphs contain information
known to the Secretariat on restrictive trade measures, anti-dumping or
countervailing measures, bilateral agreements or voluntary export
restraints affecting exports from Korea. They are listed without prejudice
to the status of the measures under GATT provisions or those of the various
Tokyo Round Agreements or other agreements or arrangements which may be
relevant.

48. Textiles, steel, and electronics products exported by Korea face a
variety of restrictions in a number of developed markets. Some of these
result from anti-dumping investigations. Korea has undertaken to limit
exports and monitor prices in certain cases. MFA agreements are in force
with all major importing countries except Japan.

49. Korea has bilateral agreements on textiles and clothing under the
Multi-1..re Arrangement with Austria, Canada, the EC, Finland, Norway,
Sweden and the United States, all of which have been reviewed by the TSB.
Producr coverage of the agreements with Canada and the United States was
extended to include "new" textile fibres under the 1986 Protocol of
Accession. Concerning overall access, it was not clear to the TSB that
access under the new agreement with the United States (which partly
overlapped the previous one) was higher than in the superseded years of the
previous agreement; on the other hand, the new agreement with Sweden
contained improvements in all elements, including tV- removal of an
aggregate limit and liberalization of several categories. The TSB
criticised the level established for a new restraint on one product in
Norway, which was set at a very low level with respect to both total
imports and market share, and was of the opinion that the imminent increase
in imports foreseen at the time of negotiation of the agreement was not
such as to pose a real risk of market disruption. Reductions in base
levels for individual products were noted for the agreements with Canada
and the EC, but these were seen as being offset by other increases. Where
growth rates were concerned, it was noted that, according to importing
countries, in some cases (Austria, EC, United States) these were set at
agreed low, or in some instances very low, levels pursuant to particular
provisions (paragraph 1C) of the 1986 MFA Protoccl of Extersion which
permits "exporting participants, predominant in the expor..ing of textile
products in all the following fibres (cotton, wool and man-made fibres)
covered by the Arrangement", to agree with importing countries to "any
mutually acceptable solution as regards growth and flexibility; but in no
case should such growth and flexibility be negative".

50. Outside the structure of MFA restraints, Korea has undertaken, in
February 1989, to limit its export growth of knitted sweaters to Japan to
an annual increase of one per cent for the period 1989-91 and to introduce
a check-price system for such goods. This action followed a demand by the
Japanese knitting association for an anti-dumping investigation.
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51. Korea faces anti-dumping investigations or actions in a number of
markets, particularly the EC and the United States. Export products
currently affected by such action include processed tungsten, video and
audio cassettes and recorders, polyester film and yarns, photo albums,
small business telephone systems, and, in the EC market, container cargo
carried by one Korean shipping company: the first ti- that such action
has been extended to a service sector.

52. In a number of instances, such action has been withdrawn following
price undertakings and/or export restraints, normally monitored by Korean
industrial associations. Examples of such include the undertaking by the
Korean Garments and Knitwear Association in respect of Japan, referred to
above; monitoring of exports of consumer electronics to the EC, including
the freezing of colour television sets at their 1988 level and restraints
on exports of microwave ovens, an export restraint on shoes into the
Italian market. In addition, exports of steel from Korea continue to be
restrained in United States and EC markets. Exports of steel are currently
reported to be frozen at 1988 levels to all destinations.

53. As far as tariff treatment is concerned, the United States withdrew
GSP treatment from Korea in January 1989 following an examination of a
broad range of economic development and competitiveness indicators. GSP
status had previously been lost in the EC in December 1987 following a
dispute over treatment by Korea of the United States and the Community in
respect of patent rights.


